Induction of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 on human neural cells and mechanisms of mononuclear leukocyte adherence.
We propose that leukocyte-derived cytokines induce the expression of adhesion molecules on the surface of neural cells that facilitates the subsequent attachment of leukocytes. Leukocyte adherence may contribute to some of the neural cell injury seen with various inflammatory diseases of the nervous system. With an in vitro model system, we have shown that mononuclear leukocytes bind to human neuroblastoma and cortical neuron cells only after the neural cells are stimulated with TNF-alpha. TNF-alpha stimulates expression of vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) in both of these neural cell lines. VCAM-1 mRNA is increased and VCAM-1 protein can be identified on the neural cell membranes with a new VCAM-1-specific mAb, CL40/2 F8. TNF-alpha also induces ICAM-1 in both of these neural cell lines. Leukocyte beta 1 (CD29) and beta 2 (CD18) integrins and their respective ligands, ICAM-1 and VCAM-1, on neural cells appear to be the dominant ligands mediating MNL:neural cell adhesive interactions. mAb to CD18 block 32 to 57% of the MNL binding to neural cells; similar inhibition is seen with mAb to ICAM-1. mAb to CD29 block 16 to 17% of the MNL binding to the neural cells suggesting that leukocyte beta 1 integrins and neural VCAM-1 may be a second route for MNL:neural cell interactions. Addition of both anti-CD18 and anti-CD29 mAb have an additive blocking effect; both ligand pairs may participate in MNL adhesion to neural cells, reminiscent of the multiplicity of ligands used by MNL when binding to endothelium.